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Cupolas on the top of the house are an ancient way of decoration which also had importance in the
maintenance of the house. These cupolas were sometime the place of prayer and they were fully
functional. They were used as a ventilation system of the house itself and that is why they could be
seen in every house. Today, it stands for tradition as well and history. A cupola in the modern house
may not be fully functional but they surely look traditional and also provide good ventilation for your
home.

In ancient times there was only one material used for making the cupola but today there are many.
Though wood is more traditional the other materials have some benefits attached to them. Barn
cupolas are quite popular today because of the look and the ancient feel. Barn copulas are those
used on the American barn and they look really elegant. These are some tips which will help you
select your proper barn cupola.

1.	The quality is always very important. You are going to place it on top of your roof that will get sun,
rain and frost. It is not possible to spend money often and replacing them frequently can be
problematic. That is why choosing the best quality at the first go is a must.

2.	You need to choose a material that does not require maintenance or just the minimum of it. This
will help you save lot of money on it.

3.	It is important to select the proper size of the cupola. If your barn is small and you choose the
biggest cupola then it would look out of place and vise e versa.

4.	The design of the cupola should be matching with the roof style. So if you have a certain
preference then is sure about the roofing.
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For more information on a cupolas, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a barn cupolas!
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